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People's freedom and all-round development, is the highest proposition of Marx's 
philosophy and the ultimate concern.It continued to deepen in different development 
stages of Marx's thoughts. Since the reform and opening, academic freedom of Marx's 
philosophy in a renewed focus on comprehensive development theory, has caused the 
profession continues, heated discussion. But, discussed about the relationship between 
the people's freedom and man's all-round development is less. 
This article tries to discuss Marx's philosophy of human freedom and the unity of 
opposites relationship between man's all-round development, reveal the organic unity 
of relationship between them is an expression of freedom of personality. 
This article main part consists of three chapters: 
The first chapter elaborates the meaning of the Marx’s philosophy of human 
freedom,  described the form of the one-sided development of human beings and its 
root causes, pointed out that the one-side development of human is the loss 
performance of human freedom. 
The second chapter mainly expounds the connotation of man's free overall 
development thought and its implementation condition, points out the connotation of 
the all-round development of human freedom, including freedom of labor, personal 
social relations of comprehensive and free personality; Pointed out that the 
implementation approach is that the height of the development of social productivity, 
eliminate private ownership and the old division of labor, the abundance of personal 
possession, free time, the education and beauty. 
The third chapter mainly elaborated the human freedom and comprehensive 
development, the relationship between the is pointed out that the show is the organic 
unity of both of free individuality and free individuality itself is the product of the 
history of long and painful; Finally this paper discusses the significance of people's 
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